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Foundation of the Euro




Euro officially came into existence on January 1, 1999
11 countries (Austria, Belgium, Finland, Germany, Italy, Ireland,
Luxembourg and the Netherlands) met the Maastricht criteria for
the third stage of Economic and Monetary Union (EMU):
(i) Inflation rate to be no more than 1.5% points higher than
average of three best-performing members of the EU

(ii) Annual fiscal deficit, and ratio of gross government debt to
GDP, to not exceed 3% and 60% respectively
(iii) To have been member of Exchange Rate Mechanism (ERM2) for
at least two years, and have not devalued currency in that time
(iv) Long-term interest rate to be no more than 2% points higher
than average of three EU members with lowest inflation rates

Foundation of the Euro





Subsequently, Greece met criteria, joining euro area on January 1,
2001, with physical notes and coins replacing national currencies
in all member countries on January 1, 2002
Currently there are 17 members, the 5 others being: Slovenia
(2007), Cyprus and Malta (2008), Slovakia (2009) and Estonia (2011)
Significant by their absence are the UK and Denmark, who have
negotiated a legal opt-out of the euro zone, while Sweden has
followed a de facto opt-out




The UK and Denmark are legally exempt from membership of
the euro area unless their governments decide otherwise by
parliamentary vote or national referendum
Sweden is required to join once it meets criteria, and currently it
is not part of ERM2, membership of which is voluntary

Performance of Euro against Dollar
Figure 1:euro/$ exchange rate

Potential Benefits of a Common Currency









Direct Gains from Elimination of Transactions Costs:
Eliminating costs of exchanging one currency for another is most
visible gain from monetary union – EU Commission (1990)
calculated these to be 13-20 billion euros/year
Even though banks lose commission on exchanging currencies,
represents a tax on consumers that constitute deadweight loss

Indirect Gains from Elimination of Transactions Costs:
Should result in more price transparency, i.e., consumers can more
easily compare prices, which should increase competition
However, still plenty of evidence for price discrimination in euro
area – borders continue to prevent arbitrage through trade, even
though tariffs and NTBs have been abolished in EU – transport
costs matter

Potential Benefits of a Common Currency




Welfare Gains from Less Exchange Rate Uncertainty:
Exchange rate volatility has potential to undermine proper
functioning of international market (Maskus, 1986):

•
•
•




uncertainty about profits from trade
may restrict international capital flows
agents add risk premium, thereby raising prices of traded goods

Notion that exchange rate volatility has negative effect on
international trade due to agents’ risk-aversion is intuitivelyappealing, and has some grounds in theory
Absent insurance, exchange rate volatility may reduce volume of
trade, but empirical work, has found conflicting results for sign on
exchange rate volatility on trade in monetary unions

Potential Benefits of a Common Currency
■

What might explain these contradictory empirical findings?
■ de Grauwe (1988) shows impact of mean-preserving spread in
exchange rate, e , on expected marginal utility of trade, Ufe ,
depends on relative risk aversion, R = UfYf / Uf
■ Assuming constant relative risk aversion, if R>1 (R<1),
d 2Ufe / de 2 > 0 (d 2Ufe / de 2 < 0) , i.e., greater exchange rate risk e
increases (decreases) trade

■

Not unsurprising, therefore, empirical literature is ambiguous on
effects of exchange rate volatility

■

However, large exchange rate movements, which were common in
the EU in early 1990s, caused large adjustment costs in other
countries

■

Rather than exchange rates being means of adjusting to
asymmetric shocks, they became source of asymmetric shocks

Potential Benefits of a Common Currency







Exchange Rate Uncertainty and Growth:
Argument that elimination of exchange rate risk leads to economic
growth very influential in selling monetary union in Europe
Based on neoclassical growth model in Figure 2, equilibrium is
where marginal productivity of capital K is equal to interest rate i
consumers use to discount future consumption, i.e., at tangency
point A
Growth can only occur if either population grows or there is
exogenous technical change
With less exchange rate risk, investors require lower risk premium,
and agents use lower discount rate, changing slope of ii line,
equilibrium moving to B, capital accumulating and growth rate
increasing

Potential Benefits of a Common Currency
Figure 2: Growth Effects of Reduced Uncertainty
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In new equilibrium at B, output per worker y and capital stock at
their disposal K will have increased, although productivity of
capital has declined

This however is a temporary increase in growth rate of output,
which then returns to its initial level, determined by exogenous rate
of technological change and population growth
Suppose though that there are learning effects from a higher
capital stock, this will increase labor productivity in next period,
plus there may be spillover effects, i.e., there is endogenous
economic growth
Reduction in interest rate due to less exchange rate uncertainty,
now puts economy on permanently higher growth path, raising
productivity of capital stock per worker, i.e., production function
shifts up in Figure 2, equilibrium being at C

Potential Benefits of a Common Currency









Very little evidence that euro boosted growth over period 19992006, although no evidence that it contributed to lower growth
Confirms that in long run, money and monetary institutions do not
matter for real economic variables such as growth
Key reason is that reduction in exchange rate uncertainty has not
resulted in significant decline in real interest rate in euro area as a
whole
Exception was “catching up” countries such as the PIIGS, where
for Ireland, Greece and Spain, there was an acceleration in
economic growth as predicted by theory
Possibility that reduction in exchange rate uncertainty does not
necessarily reduce systemic risk, i.e., there may be greater
uncertainty elsewhere in euro area

Potential Costs of a Common Currency









Costs argued to derive from fact that when country relinquishes its
national currency, loses ability to conduct national monetary policy
In full monetary union, national central banks either cease to exist
or have no real power, i.e., unable to change value of its currency,
to determine quantity of national money in circulation or to change
its short-term interest rate
Argument that use of exchange rate as an instrument of policy is
useful, depends on countries being different in some key ways,
thereby requiring changes in its exchange rate
This type of analysis formally know as theory of optimum currency
areas, and was pioneered by, among others, Mundell (1961)
Generates basis for thinking about how a monetary union can deal
with asymmetric economic shocks
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Suppose two countries, France and Germany, form monetary
union, i.e., they abandon national currencies and use common
currency, the euro managed by common central bank, the ECB
Suppose that consumers shift preferences away from French to
German-made products, i.e., an asymmetric demand shock
Illustrated in Figure 3 through use of aggregate supply and demand
curves, which shift in relevant directions (assumed permanent); net
result: output declines in France and output increases in Germany
with associated changes in employment
Both countries have an adjustment problem: France has reduced
output and high unemployment, and vice-versa in Germany – is
there an adjustment mechanism automatically leading to
equilibrium?

Potential Costs of a Common Currency
Figure 3: Aggregate Supply and Demand in France and Germany
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Two mechanisms in theory will automatically restore equilibrium:
Wage flexibility:
French wages fall, aggregate supply shifting down, while that of
Germany shifts up due to higher wages (see Figure 4) - new
equilibrium, where price of French output declines, making France
more competitive, stimulating demand, the opposite happening in
Germany



Mobility of Labor:
Alternatively, French workers move to Germany where there is
excess demand for labor, eliminating excess supply of labor in
France and excess demand for labor in Germany, plus there is no
need for adjustment of wages in either country

Potential Costs of a Common Currency
Figure 4: Automatic Adjustment Process
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However, if conditions for adjustment not satisfied, countries will
remain in disequilibrium, e.g. suppose French wages do not
decline, and French workers do not migrate to Germany
German wages rise thereby shifting up its aggregate supply curve,
adjustment to disequilibrium coming entirely through German
price increases if wages do not decline in France, French
aggregate demand shifting up as it becomes competitive again



If France and Germany were not in monetary union, they would be
able to utilize their monetary policy instruments to engineer an
exchange rate change
With flexible exchange rates, France could lower its interest rate,
stimulating aggregate demand, while Germany could raise its
interest rate and thereby reduce its aggregate demand

Potential Costs of a Common Currency








Monetary policies result in depreciation of French franc and an
appreciation
of
German
mark,
increasing
France’s
competitiveness, i.e., French products are cheaper in Germany France solves its unemployment problem, and Germany avoids
having to accept inflationary pressures
By contrast when France is in monetary union it gives up its
national monetary policy, and it will be saddled with sustained
unemployment and deflation, i.e., there is cost to France of
common currency when faced with negative demand shock
Likewise monetary union is costly to Germany as it has to accept
higher inflation than it would like
The euro crisis is essentially a natural experiment in seeing how
members of the monetary union have responded to asymmetric
shocks

Potential Costs of a Common Currency








How effective would national monetary policy be in dealing with
asymmetric demand shifts?
Assuming shock to French demand is permanent, price of French
goods has to decline relative to German goods – so can
depreciation of French franc achieve this?
With depreciation, aggregate demand shifts, new equilibrium being
at F (Figure 5), initial equilibrium before negative demand shock –
price level of French goods being restored
As French franc has depreciated against German mark, German
price of French goods has fallen, and French price of German
goods has risen
Unlikely though that new equilibrium F can actually be sustained

Potential Costs of a Common Currency
Figure 5: Cost and Price Effects of Currency Depreciation
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Price of imported German intermediate goods increases due to
depreciation, raising French production costs directly; and French
real wages also reduced, putting upward pressure on nominal
wages as workers seek to restore purchasing power
Shifts up aggregate supply curve, raising French prices and
reducing output, which feeds back into wage-formation process
and further upward shifts in aggregate supply curve – final
equilibrium being at F' (Figure 5)
Initial benefits of French depreciation on French output disappear
over time, and impact on French relative prices dissipates
Nominal currency depreciations only result in temporary real
depreciations - in long run, nominal exchange rate changes do not
affect real exchange rate of a country

Potential Costs of a Common Currency





Does this conclusion imply that countries lose nothing by
relinquishing use of national monetary policy? Not necessarily.
Figure 6 compares adjustment process in France under both
depreciation and deflationary policies:



In left-hand panel, after permanent negative demand shock,
French nominal wages have to decline, shifting aggregate
supply down
With Y1 restored, real wages also decline as price of German
imports has increased



In right-hand panel, with depreciation aggregate demand shifts
up, but to restore Y1 permanently, must resist upward pressure
on nominal wage rate (and aggregate supply) – requires French
workers to accept decline in real wage at F

Potential Costs of a Common Currency
Figure 6: Monetary Union vs. Currency Depreciation
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Potential Costs of a Common Currency
Condition to restore initial output level is the same in both
monetary regimes: French workers must accept a decline in their
real wages

So in which regime is it easiest to satisfy this condition? In a world
of no money illusion, it makes no difference – French workers will
resist decline in real wages in either regime, and it will be difficult
to achieve initial output level
However, if there is money illusion, workers will resist real wage
declines due to fall in their nominal wage more forcefully than
same wage decline brought about by price increases (nominal
wages held constant)
Therefore, harder to adjust to demand shock in monetary union –
empirical evidence suggest French devaluations of 1982-83 were
actually success stories (Sachs and Wyplosz, 1986)








Will Euro Area Breakup?
Possibility of breakup mooted among economists even before
single currency existed (Scott, 1998)
In mid-200s, appreciation of euro against dollar and problems of
slow growth in various EU countries led some to blame European
Central Bank (ECB), e.g., Italian Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi
called the euro “a disaster” in 2005
Rumor that some members of governing council of the
Bundesbank discussed possibility that one or more countries
would withdraw from the monetary union – although subsequently
dismissed as “absurd” by its president Axel Werner (2005)
However, before euro crisis began, Eichengreen (2007), an expert
on exchange rates, thought it unlikely that one or more members of
euro area would leave within ten years – more recently he attached
a small but positive probability to such an exit (Eichengreen, 2011)

Will Euro Area Breakup?







Breakup now viewed very much as possible – prices on Intrade
suggested probability of country exiting euro area by end of 2013
was 40% (see Figure 7)
Even Mario Draghi, head of ECB has recognized possibility some
countries might cease using euro, even though he subsequently
asserted in European Parliament that “…The one currency is
irreversible…” (December 19, 2011)

Euro area no longer in period of slow economic growth, trying to
recover from financial crisis, instead it is “…in a full-fledged
existential crisis…” (Shambaugh, 2012)
Euro area actually facing three interconnected crises: banking
crisis (illiquidity/insolvency); sovereign debt crisis (contagion due
to potential Greek default on debt); and macroeconomic crisis
(slow growth/uncompetitiveness in periphery)

Odds on Country Leaving Euro Area
Figure 7: Intrade Prices Indicating Probability of Exit form Euro Area

Source: Intrade

Euro’s Three Crises



Circular nature of three crises shown in Figure 8:








Banks in euro area hold so much sovereign debt, such that if
PIIGS (Portugal, Ireland, Italy, Greece and Spain) default, banking
system will be insolvent
Fiscal austerity designed to relieve sovereign debt problem is
slowing growth, but without growth, debt crisis will persist
Bank problems could bankrupt certain countries as they try to
support banks, and bank failure could further constrain growth

Initially in financial crisis, believed by some that euro area was
“weathering the storm”, but since 2009, it has moved to center of
global economic focus
Creation of euro has resulted in boundaries that limited impact of
economic problems to specific country being erased

The Euro’s Three Crises

Figure 8

Source: Shambaugh, 2012)

Responses So Far




Responses limited to specific symptoms of crisis: bailouts of
national banking systems; fiscal austerity; infusions of liquidity to
allow banks to buy sovereign debt
Reflects problem of monetary union with disparate economies that
lack common political and economic institutions required to
manage shocks:







No supranational banking supervision
No unified debt market
Lack of shock absorbers
asymmetric shocks

to

deal

with

geographically

What currency union really requires is not fiscal union, but
financial union with common supervisors and safety nets, and
process to manage asymmetric shocks

The Banking Crisis



Euro Area Banks:








Banking system in euro area large – 2007, total assets
equivalent to 300% of euro area GDP, compared to 100% in US
(US data only include commercial banking, hence ignoring size
of its shadow banking sector, e.g., money market funds)
Firms in Europe rely more on bank lending than capital markets,
making health of its banking system important
Euro-area banks often large in proportion to size of any
economy in region, e.g. ING Bank is smaller than several large
US banks, but its assets exceed GDP of host country, the
Netherlands
European banks are also highly global, making their national
supervision and backing in a crisis difficult

The Banking Crisis



Nature of Bank Crises:







With short-term liabilities (deposits) and long-term assets
(loans), banks vulnerable to runs if depositors and creditors
unsure of solvency
Problem for banking sector either one of liquidity (solvent but
cannot retain funds) or solvency (do not have assets to pay
creditors)
If liquidity pressure causes fire-sale of assets or it has to borrow
at high rates, bank can go from being illiquid to insolvent
Provision of liquidity a central bank responsibility, which in
principle is ECB in euro area – but it has no statutory
responsibility to act as lender of last resort

The Banking Crisis



The Bank Crisis 2007-?:







Liquidity problems began with sub-prime mortgage problem in
US, banks in both US and Europe faced losses, and uncertainty
about quality of assets on balance sheets made borrowing hard
Difficulty in finding funds indicated by spread between interest
rate banks charge each other and a “safe” rate, i.e., European
interbank offer rate (EURIBOR) and euro overnight index
average (EONIA) swap rate (see Figure 9)
ECB much more restrained than Federal Reserve in its
response, the former expanding its balance sheet considerably
less (see Figure 10)
Euro-area banks have required series
guarantees, and remain undercapitalized

of

bailouts

and

Bank Illiquidity Problems
Figure 9: EURIBOR-EONIA Swap Spread, 2007-12

Source: European Banking Federation

Role of Central Banks
Figure 10: Balance Sheets of Federal Reserve and ECB, 2006-12

Source: Federal Reserve and ECB

The Sovereign Debt Crisis



Pressure in Sovereign Debt Markets:







Market participants tend to focus on yield spread between a
country’s bonds and those of German Bund as an indicator of
stress in market for their sovereign debt
Prior to 1999, yields on 10 year bonds offered by the PIIGS
typically much higher (see Figure 11)

Reflected expectations of financial markets about risks
associated with inflation and exchange rate depreciation in
PIIGS
None of these countries had independent central banks
committed to targeting inflation, and all had independent
currencies that could be allowed to depreciate against the
Deutsch Mark

Behavior of Bond Markets
Figure 11: 10-Year Sovereign Bond Yields in Euro Area, 1993-2012

Source: Eurostat

The Sovereign Debt Crisis



“Europhoria”:




Between 2001 and onset of financial crisis in late-2007, 10-year
bond yields of the PIIGS relative to the Bund were often less
than 20 basis points
Why such positive market sentiment? Buiter and Rahbari (2010)
have argued that:

- either markets believed that fiscally-responsible members of
euro area would discipline less fiscally responsible
- or there was expectation risk-pooling would work through
cross-border fiscal transfers or sovereign bailouts by ECB



With onset of financial crisis, yield spreads relative to Bund
opened up, reflecting market expectations not only about
inflation, but also risk of default by the PIIGS (Figures 11 and 12)

Bond Market Spreads in Euro Area
Figure 12: 10-Year Yield spreads of Euro-Area Country Bonds to Bund, 2008-2012

Source: Eurostat

The Sovereign Debt Crisis



A Drama with Three Actors:



•
•
•

Change in market beliefs became very acute in late-2009, when
euro crisis really took off – spreads widening in 2010, first for
Greece, and then for several other countries (Figure 12)
Actor 1 - Greece:
Greece lost trust of markets in October 2009 when newly elected
government revealed budget deficit was 12.7% of GDP as
opposed to 6% reported previously, and 3.7% promised to
European Commission
Greece’s budgetary problems owe much to high entitlement and
age-related spending, poor tax administration and bloated
public sector
Weakness compounded by uncompetitiveness of its industry



The Sovereign Debt Crisis
Actor 2 – Financial Markets:

•
•

Ratings agencies reacted very aggressively to Greece’s
announcement by not only downgrading latter’s sovereign debt,
but also that of other members of euro area (see Figure 12)
De Grauwe (2010) argues ratings agencies have been
destabilizing in bond markets, using language of statistics:
- during period of “europhoria”, systematically made type I
errors, i.e., believed no euro area members had
sovereign debt problem - failed to “cry wolf” when there were
wolves in the forest
- once crisis broke, systematically made type II errors, i.e.,
believed many if not all euro area members had sovereign
debt problem - “cry wolf” all the time, even though wolves
have already left forest

The Sovereign Debt Crisis



Actor 3 – Euro Area Governments and Authorities:

•

•

Euro area governments failed to give clear signal indicating
their readiness to support Greece - mainly resulted from
disagreements among member state governments concerning
the appropriate response to Greek crisis
ECB created uncertainty about whether it would accept Greek
bonds as collateral for any liquidity provision
During financial crisis, ECB willing to accept BBB+ rated bonds
as collateral, but in late-2009, returned to requiring minimal
rating of A-, creating problem as Greek bonds were downgraded
to BBB+ by ratings agencies
As a consequence, market participants dumped Greek bonds

The Sovereign Debt Crisis








In looking at debt crisis, De Grauwe (2011) draws attention to
European bond markets: comparing public debt and bond yields in
Spain and UK (Figures 13 and 14)
By 2011, latter’s debt/GDP had risen to 89%, compared to Spain,
where it had risen to 72%, yet at same time yields on 10-year
Spanish bonds had risen significantly compared to UK bonds –
spread increasing to 200 basis points by early-2011
Appears to be a paradox: Spain which had lower public debt
compared to UK appeared to be country the financial markets
thought was more likely to become insolvent
Explanation for apparent paradox lies in fact that euro area has a
fundamental weakness – members issue debt in a currency over
which they have no control

The Sovereign Debt Crisis
Figure 13: Debt/GDP in UK and Spain

Source: European Commission

The Sovereign Debt Crisis
Figure 14: 10-Year Bond Rates in UK and Spain

Source: Datastream
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If investors are concerned about Spain defaulting on its debt, they
can sell Spanish bonds, raising Spanish interest rate
Proceeds from bond sale are reinvested elsewhere, say in German
bonds, euros leaving Spain, liquidity falling, and driving up cost to
Spain of rolling over its debt
Spain has no way of forcing purchase of its debt, as it does not
control ECB, and there is no Spanish lender of last resort as its
central bank no longer controls money supply
If liquidity crisis is strong enough, it could force Spanish
government into default as budget deficits deteriorate
Hence, in a monetary union, financial markets acquire a lot of
power

The Sovereign Debt Crisis







By contrast, UK can avoid such contagion due to it still being able
to issue sovereign debt in its own currency
If investors fear the UK will default on its debt, they sell British
bonds, and subsequently try to sell the proceeds, denominated in
British pounds, in the foreign exchange market
As a result, the pound depreciates, and this leaves that money in
the UK economy, to be invested in UK assets, i.e., stock of money
does not fall
Even if part of that money stock is not re-invested in the UK, the
Bank of England, acting as lender of last resort, can always buy up
bonds and ensure sufficient liquidity to fund UK public debt at
reasonable rates of interest

The Sovereign Debt Crisis





The key here is that financial markets can precipitate liquidity, and
subsequently solvency crises in countries that are members of a
currency union, as compared to a country with its own currency
such as the UK
De Grauwe (2011) points out that this is not dissimilar to the case
of an emerging economy, which due to a lack of a well-developed
financial sector, has to issue debt in a foreign currency



As a result it may face a “sudden stop” if capital inflows dry up,
which then results in a solvency crisis



To quote Eichengreen et al. (2005), “…this works as the ‘original
sin’ that leas these countries into a bad equilibrium full of pain and
misery…”

The Sovereign Debt Crisis









The fact that the British pound depreciates, gives the UK economy
a boost and its rate of inflation increases
In Spain money leaves the economy without any change in relative
prices
This has likely affected GDP growth and inflation in the UK and
Spain since the start of the sovereign debt crisis (see Figures 15
and 16)
Inflation has been twice as high in the UK as in Spain (2.9% vs.
1.6%), while annual growth in UK has also been higher – the pound
depreciated significantly (25%) against the euro with financial crisis
(Figures 15 and 16)
This can have profound effect on how solvency of governments is
perceived by market

The Sovereign Debt Crisis
Figure 15: Inflation in UK and Spain

Source: European Commission

The Sovereign Debt Crisis
Figure 16: GDP Growth in UK and Spain

Source: European Commission
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A necessary condition for solvency is:
S ≥ (i-g)D

where S = primary budget surplus, i = nominal interest rate on
debt, g = nominal growth rate of economy, and D = debt/GDP






Assume long-term interest rates are 3.5% in UK, and 5% in Spain,
and nominal growth rates are 4.9% in UK and 1.8% in Spain
In Spain, primary surplus must be more than 2.3% of GDP to
achieve this result as compared to UK where it is -1.21% - i.e.,
Spain will have to have much more austerity than UK to satisfy the
condition
Spain cannot get away with UK budgetary policy without being
branded insolvent, even though it actually has lower debt

The Sovereign Debt Crisis








Not all solvency problems in euro area of this nature, i.e., Greece
was clearly insolvent before investors made their moves and
triggered liquidity crisis in 2010

However in monetary union, countries become vulnerable to selffulfilling movements of distrust that cause tricky interaction
between liquidity and solvency crises
Financial crisis has shown markets can be driven by extreme
sentiments of either euphoria or panic – as noted earlier, they
either fail to see risks, and take on too much of it, or after a crash,
detect risks everywhere triggering panic sales
Volatility of financial markets causes another problem: it can give
rise to multiple equilibria that arise from self-fulfilling nature of
market expectations

The Sovereign Debt Crisis








How might multiple equilibria arise? Starting point is that there is a
cost and a benefit of defaulting on debt, and investors take this
into account

Assume country is subject to shock in form of decline in
government revenues – a recession or loss of competitiveness –
solvency shock
Government can default through haircut of fixed percentage,
benefit being that it reduces interest burden on debt, after which it
will have to apply less austerity – as latter is costly, government
gains politically from default
Insight of model is benefit of default depends on whether it is
expected BE or not BU, as shown in Figure 17

The Sovereign Debt Crisis
Figure 17: Good and Bad Equilibria
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BU is upward-sloping as benefit of default goes up as solvency
crisis gets worse, i.e., decline in tax income is large, and cost of
austerity substantial – default gets attractive

3 factors affect position and slope of BU:




Initial debt level – the higher, the higher the benefit of default



Size of external debt – less political resistance to default,
making it more attractive

Efficiency of tax system – if very inefficient, option of defaulting
is very beneficial

When default is expected by markets, BE located above BU – bonds
are sold, forcing up interest rate, raising government deficit,
thereby requiring more austerity, default becoming more beneficial

The Sovereign Debt Crisis





On cost side, when government defaults, suffers loss of reputation,
making it harder to borrow in future – assume this is fixed cost C
Now assume three types of shock:



Small shock S < S1 (Germany in financial crisis) – cost of default
outweighs benefits, so no default – if expectations are rational,
investors do not expect default, and no-default equilibrium
sustained



Large shock S > S2 (Greece) – cost of default always smaller
than benefits, so government will want to default – investors
expect this, and default is inevitable



Intermediate shock S1 < S' < S2 (Spain) – here there is
indeterminacy, i.e., multiple equilibria possible, which one
depending on market expectations

The Sovereign Debt Crisis



Suppose solvency shock is S', D and N are two equilibria:









At D, investors expect default, benefits of defaulting outweigh
costs, so government defaults – consistent with expectations

At N, investors do not expect default, benefit is lower than cost,
and so government does not default – again consistent with
expectations

Both equilibria are equally possible – depends on what investors
expect, and self-fulfilling nature of expectations
Given uncertainty, expectations driven by market sentiments, small
changes leading to large movements from one equilibrium to
another

Unlikely in case of standalone country issuing debt in own
currency, i.e., central bank provides liquidity, so only one benefit
curve – it can default, but cannot be forced to by market

The Sovereign Debt Crisis






Given integrated nature of financial markets in euro area, risk of
contagion between members is great - due to spillover effects,
possible for country facing liquidity problem to be pushed into
“bad” equilibrium
If investors believe Spain will default on debt, they sell Spanish
bonds, pushing up Spanish interest rates, and in absence of lender
of last resort buying up bonds to ensure its ability to service debt,
rise in interest rates pushes Spain closer to default

Being pushed into “bad” equilibrium has two other consequences:




What starts out as sovereign debt crisis becomes banking crisis
as banks hold bonds on balance sheets, plus banks face
liquidity constraint with fall in money stock
Constrained in ability to apply automatic stabilizers due to
budget deficits increasing and austerity being imposed by
markets

ECB and the Sovereign Debt Crisis








De Grauwe has argued convincingly in several papers that only
way to prevent country such as Spain being pushed into “bad”
equilibrium is for ECB to act as a lender of last resort in sovereign
debt market
Self-fulfilling nature of expectations creates what De Grauwe (2011)
calls a “coordination failure”, i.e., fear of lack of liquidity actually
pushes countries into situation where there is insufficient liquidity
ECB can provide solution to coordination failure by acting as
lender of last resort, purchasing government bonds through openmarket operations
If ECB does not intervene more aggressively in bond market may
end up having to intervene to mitigate likely banking crisis
Latter considerably more costly to ECB as banking liabilities often
many times larger than those of national government (Figure 18)

ECB and the Sovereign Debt Crisis
Figure 18: EU bank liabilities as % of GDP

Eurozone debt
– 80% of GDP

Source: IMF (2008)
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Not surprisingly, there is significant opposition to ECM acting as a
lender of last resort:



Risk of Inflation:

When central bank buys up bonds, provides liquidity by
increasing money base, thereby preventing deflationary spiral
However, increase in money base not always correlated with
increase in money stock, and therefore not necessarily
inflationary
De Grauwe (2011) shows that after 2008, clear “disconnect”
between money base and money stock in euro area (Figure 19)
Money base in ECB rose as it purchased assets from banking
sector, but rather than lending to non-banking sector, banks
used injection of liquidity to rebuild their balance sheets

ECB and the Sovereign Debt Crisis
Figure 19: Money Base and M3 in Eurozone

Source: ECB
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Fiscal Consequences:
Open-market operations by central bank do have potential for
losses, be they in foreign exchange transactions, or purchase of
private paper and government bonds
In principle, if negative fiscal consequences are to be avoided
then probably there should be no market operations at all, but
this misses point

Loss-making operations may be necessary to ensure financial
stability, and if they actually prevent “bad” equilibrium, possible
there will be no losses, and therefore no fiscal consequences
Financial markets, faced by credible pre-commitment by ECB to
act as lender of last resort, will no longer expect country such
as Spain to default on its sovereign debt, so ECB actually does
not have to intervene

ECB and the Sovereign Debt Crisis





Moral Hazard:
Necessarily there is moral hazard problem – if ECB acts as
lender of last resort, governments may have incentive to issue
too much sovereign debt
De Grauwe (2011) argues euro-area functions of fiscal oversight
and provision of liquidity need to be kept separate:
- ECB should be permitted to be lender of last resort

- independent European agency should be responsible for
regulating and supervising issuance of public debt



In principle, ECB should only lend when there are liquidity
problems (Bagehot Doctrine), but liquidity and insolvency
issues hard to separate – if straightforward, markets would be
able to figure it out

ECB and the Sovereign Debt Crisis








Legal Objections:
Some observers argue purchase of bonds by ECB would be in
violation of EU Protocol covering its operations (Annex to
Maastricht Treaty, 1992)
However, prohibition is not on ECB buying government bonds
in secondary market, but rather it is prohibited from purchasing
debt from “public entities”

By conducting open market operations in secondary markets,
ECB is able to provide liquidity to agents in financial sector who
hold the bonds, which is quite distinct from underwriting of
public deficits
If ECB can give clear commitment to act as lender of last resort,
countries less likely to be pushed into “bad” equilibrium of
insolvency as opposed to illiquidity

ECB and the Sovereign Debt Crisis








In September 2012, ECB did eventually commit itself to
unlimited support of bond markets
Resulted in strong decline in spreads, e.g., January 2013,
interest rate on Spanish 10-year bonds fell below 5% for first
time in a yea
ECB never actually intervened in market, i.e., announcement
reduced bond market sentiments of “fear and panic”

De Grauwe and Ji (2013) find that initial bond spread in 2012Q2
explains subsequent variation in spreads (Figure 20) – i.e., size
of decline in spreads is due to ECB committing to be lender of
last resort
Also find that while spreads declined, debt/GDP continued to
increase in all countries, i.e., spreads unrelated to fundamentals
but instead market sentiments improved due to ECB (Figure 21)

ECB and the Sovereign Debt Crisis
Figure 20: Change in Spread and Initial Spread, 2012Q2-2013Q1

Source: Datastream

ECB and the Sovereign Debt Crisis
Figure 21: Change in Debt/GDP and Spread Since 2012Q2

Source: Datastream

The Growth Crisis



Slowdown and Gaps in Performance:








Euro area emerged from recession in 2009, but evidence of
problem with distribution of growth across currency union
Economic sentiment (consumer and business confidence) as
reported by European Commission shows this (Figure 22)
By end of fourth quarter in 2011, euro-area unemployment rate
reached 10.7% as unemployment rates kept rising in PIIGS –
such high rates of unemployment in periphery are likely
politically unsustainable
PIIGS will continue to struggle with debt burden as they need to
grow to become solvent, but euro area is growing too slowly to
reduce unemployment and support existing debt

Economic Confidence
Figure 22: Economic Sentiment in Euro-Area, 2007-2012

PIIGS

Source: European Commission

The Growth Crisis



Imbalances:





Imbalances in growth often attributed to problem of current
account balances in euro area, i.e., notably PIIGS built up
external debt before financial crisis
In national economy with own currency, if foreign investors
refuse to continue lending because of current account deficit,
typically results in deep depreciation of currency
In euro area, payments crisis in one country cannot manifest
itself as currency run, plus money may continue to flow to
country through internal ECB channels

Within-euro-area central bank transfer system TARGET2 has
ensured banks in PIIGS have had enough liquidity as they
borrow from ECB through their national central banks

The Growth Crisis







For PIIGS to increase growth through exports, domestic prices
must fall relative to prices on world and euro-area markets
(assumes trade elasticities ensure fall in relative prices made up
for in increase in volume of exports relative to imports)
Relative prices against world matter because it is overall current
account balance that matters for aggregate demand
Within euro-area relative prices also matter:

•
•

Trade within euro area is high
Exchange rate of euro will fluctuate depending on economic
conditions in euro area overall, i.e., if all countries were
uncompetitive on world market, euro would depreciate – just
as would be case with an economy not in a currency union

The Growth Crisis



Currency Area and Asymmetric Shocks:








At time euro was created, many economists concerned that lack
of labor mobility and fiscal offsets would pose problem, i.e., no
policy levers available to offset asymmetric shocks
Countries now struggling with high unemployment, and fewer
policy instruments with which to combat it

Use of increased fiscal spending as policy tool has been taken
away due to pressure from sovereign debt markets, plus there
has been lack of cross-country support, except for measures to
forestall default
Range of unemployment rates in euro area has actually widened
since crisis began, and labor mobility remains low within euro
area countries as well as across euro area itself

Connections Across Crises and Policy




A. Impact of Weak Growth on Sovereign Debt Crisis
Evidence:






Sovereign debt crisis in euro area typically viewed through lens
of fiscal profligacy – heightened by fact that Greece was first
country to experience pressure from financial markets
From this perspective, root cause of crisis is irresponsible fiscal
policy, and all that is needed is to cut deficits via austerity, and
perhaps short-term financing from other governments and the
IMF
Looking at euro-area countries, it appears that adequate growth
and macroeconomic fundamentals, and not just fiscal policy, are
crucial to whether they face pressure from the sovereign debt
markets

Connections Across Crises and Policy



Examining plot of yield spread between 10-year bond yields and
that of German Bund in 2011Q4, shows that countries with more
debt in 2010 faced higher yields (Figure 23(a))
Not a perfect fit though, e.g. Spain had lower debt to GDP than
Germany, France and Austria, yet faced higher interest rate



Looking at same plot of yield spread against countries’ fiscal
deficits in 2010, can see if it is change in debt as opposed to
level that has markets worried (Figure 23(b))
Relationship broadly sensible, although Ireland’s deficit is an
outlier generated by huge costs of its bank bailout



Level of debt and current fiscal deficit may simply be related to
shock country faced or amount of private sector debt
governments absorbed during financial crisis

Connections Across Crises and Policy
Figure 23: Yield Spreads on Sovereign Debt/Fiscal Deficits
(a)

Source: Eurostat and Shambuagh (2012)

(b)

Connections Across Crises and Policy



Instead could look at level trend in public finances before crisis
to see if fiscally irresponsible governments are being singled
out by financial markets, and also whether euro-area institutions
failed to rein in bad fiscal behavior in 2000s
Figures 24(a) and 25 do not suggest profligate governments
took advantage of low interest rates in 2000s to be
irresponsible, and are now being punished by the markets

Relationship between change in debt/GDP and yield spread in
2011Q4 is weak and statistically insignificant
Also, before 2007, Spain and Ireland were cutting debt to GDP,
and while Portugal was certainly running up its debt, both
Germany and France had large increases in public debt, yet had
lower bond yields than Portugal

Connections Across Crises and Policy
Figure 24: Yield Spreads on Change in Sovereign Debt/Unemployment Rates
(a)

Source: Eurostat and Shambuagh (2012)

(b)

Connections Across Crises and Policy
Figure 25

Source: IMF
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Alternatively could examine magnitude of shock itself to explain
markets’ fears about certain countries’ ability to service their
debt - plot of bond yields against September 2011
unemployment rate certainly suggests size of shock has
affected yields (Figure 24(b))
Yet another possibility is to examine current account deficits on
eve of financial crisis – evidence suggests it is countries that
were borrowing (as opposed to governments borrowing) that
came under attack in financial markets (Figure 26(a))
Current account deficit represents borrowing from rest of world,
and so private sector debt pre-crisis became public sector debt
after crisis, resulting in a sovereign debt crisis

Connections Across Crises and Policy
Figure 26: Yield Spreads on Current Account Balance/Cumulative Inflation (2001-07
(a)

Source: Eurostat and Shambuagh (2012)

(b)

Connections Across Crises and Policy








Also strong relationship between bond yield spreads and
cumulative inflation (change in competitiveness) (Figure 26(b))

Sovereign debt markets may feel some countries face bad
growth dynamics in future, and having borrowed too much, they
are not cost competitive with rest of euro area
Current account balance in 2007 seems most closely connected
to bond yield spreads, so that sovereign debt crisis has as
much to do with weak growth and problems in private sector as
with fiscal irresponsibility
Of course Greece is an exception, where its fiscal policies have
clearly played a major role, but not every country in euro area
should be viewed in same way as Greece

Connections Across Crises and Policy



Policy Response – Internal Devaluation:








Solving growth crisis in PIIGS requires shift in demand to them,
i.e., face classic problem of a currency union noted earlier
Deficit countries will have to adjust through internal devaluation
rather than nominal currency depreciation – but theory and
evidence suggest this will be difficult for euro area to follow

Friedman’s (1953) argument in favor of flexible exchange rates
focused on this: why change multiple wage and price contracts
as opposed to single exchange rate?
New Keynesian theory also indicates wage rigidity and
downward inflexibility (Baratttieri et al., 2010)
Internal devaluation likely slow and costly to achieve

Connections Across Crises and Policy



What is Likelihood of Internal Devaluation?:



Can examine how often countries experience real depreciation
(domestic prices falling relative to world prices) without nominal
depreciation of currency
Shambaugh (2012) finds only three examples of internal
devaluation: Hong Kong following merger with China, Japan in
1990s and early 2000s, and Ireland during financial crisis
In contrast, he finds real depreciations due to changes in
nominal exchange rates are a much more common
phenomenon



What is evidence from looking at relative prices across the euro
area?

Connections Across Crises and Policy



Figure 27 shows trends in price levels in PIIGS, Germany,
France and euro area outside of Germany since 1999
The PIIGS, especially Greece and Spain have
competitiveness relative to euro area and Germany

lost

Germany has only gained modest amount of competitiveness
against euro area overall, most of its gains coming against
outliers, i.e., internal devaluation is only successful against
backdrop of inflation elsewhere



Rapid, substantial shift in relative prices through wage or price
compression in PIIGS is unlikely – some countries have lost
considerable cost competitiveness in past decade, e.g., Greece
and Spain’s prices have risen 30% and 20% respectively relative
to German prices

Connections Across Crises and Policy
Figure 27: Overall Price Indices in Euro-Area Countries, 1999-2011

Source: Eurostat
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Figure 28 shows evolution of competitive positions of the PIIGS
since 1999, measured by relative labor costs:
- strong deterioration of their competitive position up to 2008
- turnaround in position for Ireland, Spain an Greece, and to a
lesser extent in Portugal and Italy





De Grauwe (2012) calculates that Ireland has achieved an
internal devaluation of 23.5% which is substantial, those for
Greece and Spain (11.4% and 8.9%) being lower but significant
Internal devaluations are coming at great cost in terms of lost
output and employment in the PIIGS, but is there any evidence
of revaluation in surplus countries such as Germany?
Figure 29 suggests little internal revaluation is going on in core
of euro-area

Connections Across Crises and Policy
Figure 28: Relative Unit Labor Costs, 1999-2011

Source: European Commission

Connections Across Crises and Policy
Figure 29: Relative Unit Labor Costs, 1999-2011 (average 1970-2010=100)

Source: European Commission
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Burden of adjustment to imbalances between deficit and
surplus countries being borne by euro-area periphery
Some symmetry in adjustment mechanism would surely
alleviate some of the pain in deficit countries, but surplus
countries seem unwilling to make life easier for them
Reminiscent of similar asymmetries in fixed exchange rate
regimes of Bretton Woods and the European Monetary System
pre-euro area – burden of adjustment to external disequilibria
borne almost entirely by deficit countries
This time it is not due to balance of payments crises, but instead
it is because of inherent fragility of monetary union: national
governments issue debt in a currency over which they have no
control, i.e., their central banks no longer act as lender of last
resort

Connections Across Crises and Policy








If wages and prices do actually fall, even if there is real GDP
growth, nominal GDP can still fall - as a result debt/GDP does
not fall, implying continued concerns about solvency of PIIGS
To increase odds of successful internal devaluation by PIIGS,
would be helpful if inflation elsewhere in euro area were running
higher than 2% annual rate targeted by the ECB

PIIGS account for about one-third of euro-area GDP, so if
inflation were running at say 1% in PIIGS, and there was a 3%
gap to inflation in rest of euro area, inflation in latter being 4% it would require an average inflation rate of 3%
This would violate ECB’s target, but it would likely aid relative
price changes, and generate faster nominal GDP growth

Connections Across Crises and Policy



Policy Response – Structural Growth Policies:







Structural reform is alternative to internal devaluation, i.e.,
deregulation of markets, streamlining investment rules,
innovation policies, rules to make labor markets more flexible
etc.
Such reforms take time to implement, and can cause temporary
labor market displacement, and if problem is lack of demand,
they will not lift an economy out of recession
Commitment to such reforms have been part of aid packages
negotiated so far, but they have not delivered growth in face of
budget cuts and tax increases
Not near-term resolution to growth crisis in euro area

Connections Across Crises and Policy




B. Impact of Sovereign Debt Crisis on Banks
Evidence:






As crisis has worn on, concern about exposure to “toxic”
mortgage backed assets has switched to concern about bank
exposure to possible default on sovereign debt
European banks hold large amounts of euro-area sovereign
bonds on balance sheets
Stress tests conducted on 91 large European banks show that
Greek banks hold equivalent of 25% of Greek GDP in Greek
bonds, comparable figures being 20% in Spain, and 10% in Italy
and Portugal, and roughly 5% in France and Germany
Increased risk of sovereign default could translate into
increased risk of bank default

Connections Across Crises and Policy



Policy Response – Stress Tests:






Possibility of bank insolvency not ruled out – banking system
needs in excess of €100 billion in capital
Key problem is that if bank becomes insolvent due to default by
its sovereign, only backstop is that sovereign itself, which is
unable to do so as it cannot print its own currency

Policy Response: Liquidity Provision:



Under its long-term refinancing operation (LTRO), ECB has
provided liquidity to banking system, but it has not removed
credit risk from bank balance sheets due to their not buying up
assets outright to the extent of the Federal Reserve

Connections Across Crises and Policy




C. Impact of Bank Crisis on Sovereign Debt Crisis
Evidence:





Many euro-area banks faced solvency problems, national
governments stepping in to provide banks in their jurisdiction
with funds or guarantees
Unlike liquidity concerns, which have been treated as a supranational issue by ECB, bank solvency concerns treated as a
national matter
European Commission and ECB has played a coordinating role
as countries have dealt with bank solvency, but plans and
funding have come from member states

Connections Across Crises and Policy



Policy Response – National Bank Support:







Nearly every euro-area country has used fiscal resources to
stabilize its banking system – direct injection of capital, state
guarantees of bank liabilities, loans, acquisition of bad assets,
nationalization, and individual rescues
By mid-2010, total direct support accounted for 6% of GDP in
Greece and Belgium, 13-14% of GDP in Netherlands and
Germany, and 41% in Ireland (IMF, 2011)
Arguments put forward, notably by Ireland, that banking system
is euro-area wide, such that both borrowing and lending
countries should be responsible for bailouts

Cost of bank bailouts has had serious impact on sovereigns’
ability to repay own debt, national governments becoming
responsible for financial losses

Connections Across Crises and Policy





D. Impact of Sovereign Debt Crisis on Growth
Primary impact of sovereign debt crisis on growth crisis comes
from chosen policy response to sovereign debt stress, i.e.,
austerity
Policy Response: Austerity






Austerity is at national level, and implies cutting of fiscal
budgets to limit current and future deficit projections in order to
assure markets, and lower interest rates
However, standard theory holds – contractionary fiscal policy is
exactly that: contractionary (see Figure 30)
Attempts to solve sovereign debt crisis may actually be making
both growth and sovereign debt crisis worse, i.e., causing
debt/GDP ratios to rise

Connections Across Crises and Policy
Figure 30: Change in Government Spend on Change in GDP 2008-2011

Source: Eurostat
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Policy Response: Bailouts







Supra-national aspect has been attempt to remove financial
market pressure by making loans to countries after they
announce budget consolidation plans
European Financial Stabilization Fund (EFSF) was created in
2010 (initially authorized to lend up to €440 billion), and
subsequently creation of the European Stability Mechanism
(ESM) (lending capacity of €500 billion) – are EU mechanisms
for bailout
Funds provided to Greece, Ireland and Portugal to prevent
disorderly default – programs involve austerity measures and
structural reforms, but of course no currency devaluations
EFSF in no position to act as lender-of-last resort, and ECB has
not acted as such on any scale

Connections Across Crises and Policy







Approach essentially a combination of austerity and EFSF to
deal with solvency crisis, and the hope that by proving
solvency, liquidity problems in a country will ease
Approach is sensible if problem is one of insolvency caused by
fiscal deficits, but if problem is due to high interest rates or
slow growth, different solutions are required
A typical IMF program usually comes when either a currency
depreciation has either occurred or will take place, and the IMF
will also ask a national central bank to adopt a more appropriate
policy
The programs put in place in the euro-area have never asked for
changes in monetary policy by the ECB
What should the ECB actually be doing then?

Connections Across Crises and Policy




E. Impact of Banking Crisis on Growth
Weak banking sector is a drag on growth:

- long recognized that financial system plays role in allocating
capital towards productive uses and allowing firms and consumers
to borrow – rapid cut in credit therefore affects consumption and
investment



Policy Response: Increasing Capital Requirements




2011, European Banking Authority increased capital
requirements for banks to 9%; banks can increase capital ratios
either by raising capital or by selling assets and paying down
debt
If latter channel, less willing to lend and less willing to buy risky
assets, implying contraction of credit to economy (Figure 31)

Connections Across Crises and Policy
Figure 31: Monthly Changes in Euro-Area Bank Loans to Private Sector, 2007-12

Source: ECB Monetary Statistics
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F. Impact of Slow Growth on Banks
Two channels through which a weak economy can damage banks:

- weak economy means more firms and individuals unable to
repay loans, thereby increasing banks’ losses; also asset prices
tend to decline in weak economy, damaging banks’ portfolios
- weak growth can generate problems for sovereign solvency,
which then can damage bank solvency





Structural reforms, internal devaluations, policies to stimulate
demand etc., are all unlikely to harm banks and eventually may
benefit them
Key question is: will growth in euro area rebound enough to help
banking system

The Euro’s Three Crises
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Source: Shambaugh, 2012)

Unified Policy



Many of the policies implemented in euro-area effective in treating
symptoms of only one of three crises, often only temporarily, and
often at cost of worsening other two crises:
- austerity can cut budget deficits, but at expense of growth
- local bailouts aid bank solvency, but at expense of sovereign
solvency

- increased bank capital requirements calm fears of bank
insolvency, but at expense of lending and growth
- EFSF bailouts have staved off disorderly defaults, but have not
solved fundamental issues



Implies a more unified package of policies is required in order to
address the entire set of crises

Unified Policy



Fiscal Devaluation:








Countries can bring about same effect of internal devaluation by
tax changes (fiscal devaluation)
By reducing tax on labor, reduce employer payrolls, hence
reducing unit labor costs, and possibly encourage labor to
accept lower wages
At same time, increase taxes on consumption, both to ensure
budget revenue neutrality and discourage imports
Has been widely discussed in literature (Cavallo and Cottani,
2010) and by IMF (2011) – if followed in PIIGS, with reveres
policies in Germany, result could be rebalancing across euro
area, aiding growth, and not worsening other crises
Effects would be quick, and be complementary to other policies

Unified Policy



Monetary Policy:







Euro area should adopt additional monetary policies, given that
ECB has been considerably less aggressive than Federal
Reserve in terms of quantitative easing
It should increase its asset purchases, reducing total volume of
sovereign debt market must bear, as well as lowering interest
rates – this should spur growth, and allow euro to depreciate
By lifting inflation target, ECB could facilitate relative price
shifts, and lift nominal GDP growth rates this should help
private sector to deleverage (Rogoff, 2008), and also avoid zero
lower bound on interest rates (Blanchard, 2010)

Helps with problem of relative price shifts in PIIGS, given overall
euro-area inflation is low, and there are no other ways of
absorbing asymmetric shocks
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ECB Liquidity for Sovereigns:







ECB should shift its policy with regard to purchasing sovereign
debt in secondary markets
Rather than insisting it will not act as lender of last resort, it
could announce for countries in good fiscal standing or that are
participating in an EFSF or IMF package that it will keep interest
rates on sovereign bonds within a reasonable range
This would likely require large-scale purchase of bonds, but it
would necessarily complement the use of expansionary
monetary policy
ECB could also maximize its bond buying to make clear its
goals for lower long-term bond yields – in contrast to policy of
only providing liquidity, reduces bank-sovereign linkage by
putting sovereign debt on ECB’s balance sheet

Unified Policy



EFSF and ESM Capital for Banks to Break Sovereign-Bank Link:







Euro-area-wide policies to help recapitalize banks could take
pressure of stressed sovereigns by removing question of
whether they will need to extend bank bailouts
A Europe-wide sponsoring of capital injections would mean
banking system is increasingly owned by euro-area
governments as a whole
By recapitalizing banks, rather than encouraging deleveraging
to reach mandated capital ratios, should support growth, while
avoiding placing further pressure on stressed sovereigns

Could also be used to buy out stakes of highly stressed
sovereigns (Ireland), and hence reduce debt/GDP immediately

Unified Policy



Fiscal Expansion in Countries That Can Afford It:







With currency area at risk of recession, the overall fiscal
balance secure, and ECB monetary policy close to the zero
bound – theory would suggest additional fiscal support is
necessary
However, as EU and euro area do not have substantial area-wide
fiscal policy, this requires non-stressed sovereigns to provide
fiscal stimulus – or at least slow their fiscal contractions
IMF has repeatedly called for measured exit from fiscal stimulus
for those countries not under sovereign stress, in order to avoid
negative spillovers from too many countries contracting at once
Increased demand in euro-area core countries could have
positive spillover effects on euro-area periphery

Unified Policy



Treating Whole Patient:




No policy is a “silver bullet”, but critical to take such actions to
lift growth in euro area
Importantly, proposed policies do not undercut each other:
- ECB liquidity support for sovereigns can be part of monetary
expansion, and frees up funds at EFSF to allow bank
recapitalization
- fiscal devaluation in stressed and fiscal stimulus in nonstressed countries could help growth and improve its
distribution, which should help sovereign debt and bank crises
- lowering interest rates for sovereigns, and continuing liquidity
support for banks should help as well

Institutional Changes



Not clear that fiscal union focused on limited deficit spending for
individual countries will improve outcomes:





The euro-area root problem in many cases is not fiscal
Constraining fiscal policy limits the one avenue available to
countries to deal with asymmetric shocks or smooth adjustment
to permanent ones

It appears that euro-area needs financial more than fiscal union,
which would involve two key changes:





To break link between bank problems and sovereign distress, a
euro-area-wide deposit insurance system should be set up
Also requires offsetting regulation at a supra-national level to
prevent moral hazard, i.e., ECB should supervise euro-area
banks

Institutional Changes








Second, euro area needs a common risk-free bond – banks and
ECB must use different members’ sovereign debt to be
substitute for truly risk-free asset – two proposals put forward:
First, distinguish between two bonds:
(i) “blue bonds”, mutually guaranteed by entire euro area,
issuable by countries in amounts up to 60% of national GDP
(ii) “red bonds” which would be neither guaranteed nor subject
to 60% limit, i.e., riskier and higher-yielding on which issuer
could default
Second, debt agency could be created that would buy up
sovereign debt and issue its own debt in two tranches: safe and
risky – would have same goal of creating risk-free bond, and it
could use country GDP as a metric for how much debt to buy
Exposure to stress of few countries could be reduced, as banks
and EBC could only hold the safer bonds

Barriers to Breakup of Euro Area



Even if probability of country(ies) leaving euro area is currently
high, there are some key exit barriers (Eichengreen, 2007)



Economic barriers:






Difficulties associated with restoring competitiveness
through currency depreciation – widespread presumption
that departure would increase spreads and debt-servicing
costs
In leaving euro area, possibility country would be denied
privileges of single EU market if it were seen as manipulating
its currency to solve its economic problems
Agents anticipating redenomination of claims into national
currency, followed by depreciation, will leave domestic banks
and financial assets, threatening banking and financialmarket collapse

Barriers to Breakup of Euro Area



Political barriers:






Country leaving euro area might find itself treated as secondclass member of EU in negotiations over other issues, given
that monetary union has been seen as stepping stone to
political integration of EU
It would have diminished role in say discussing how to
strengthen the European Parliament
Of course if Germany left euro area this would seriously
undermine any efforts at political integration
Even though some argue EU should concentrate on
economic rather than political integration, it is still a valued
goal of European political elite

Barriers to Breakup of Euro Area



Technical and legal barriers:








Straightforward to pass law stating that state and other
employers would henceforth pay in national currency
All private debt would have to be redenominated, otherwise
currency depreciation would result in adverse balance-sheet
effects for households
Bank deposits and other bank balance sheet items would
also need to be redenominated to avoid destabilizing
banking sector
Likewise government liabilities in order to avoid damaging
government’s financial position
Idea of comprehensive redenomination was learned from
Argentina’s exit from convertibility in 2001

Barriers to Breakup of Euro Area







Technically nothing prevents legislature from requiring
redenomination, but in democracy, it will require discussion,
and to be executed smoothly it will need planning
In going from national currencies to euro, little incentive for
currency speculation, i.e., in 1998 members committed too
locking in exchange rates at then prevailing levels as of start
of 1999 – ruling out efforts to depress currencies

Unlikely to be case other way round as whole point of leaving
euro area is to change parity - market participants will be
aware of this, attempting to shift deposits and claims to other
euro-area banks and governments
Government would then have to limit bank withdrawals and
even suspend its bond market in order to prevent run on
banks and bond markets

